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Celebrity influencers' paid posts result in modest engagement rates. Image credit: Bella Hadid for Dior
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Beauty brands are investing more heavily into social media and influencer marketing than their peers in fashion and luxury, according to a new report.

Launchmetrics' "Beauty Redefined" ebook notes that there has been a 23 percent drop in print advertising value for beauty labels between 2013 and 2017, with the category putting more focus on digital marketing. As the industry sets its sights on millennials, influencers are playing a significant role in driving awareness and engagement for consumers who prefer to research online.

"One of the biggest challenges of beauty brands today is really to amend this notion of tradition to reach the newest generations," said Arnaud Roy, chief strategy officer at Launchmetrics, New York. "We know that they don’t go so much for magazines or watch TV commercials."

Social approach

Compared to fashion brands and luxury labels, which spend around 30 percent of their budgets on print advertising, beauty marketers only allocate 4 percent of their budget to print.

Fashion and luxury brands also spend about 40 percent of their budgets on social media, whereas beauty brands' social media marketing is 85 percent of their total spend.

Influencer marketing is particularly important for beauty brands. On average, influencers make up more than half the voices talking about these labels, whereas they only account for less than a quarter of mentions for fashion and luxury brands.
“It’s always interesting for us to analyze the similarities and differences between the fashion, luxury and beauty industries,” said Michael Jas, CEO of Launchmetrics, Paris. “In our book, Beauty Redefined, our research shows how this digital savvy section ranks at the top with 80 percent of their marketing activities being powered by social — compared to 40 percent in fashion and luxury.

“Our latest report details the power of influencers in this sector, the voices driving value for brands today and winning strategies brands should adopt for success,” he said.

Due to the nature of product use, influencers are less apt to be loyal to a single brand. More so than fashion, they will tend to mention multiple labels in a post or video.

One way to combat this lowered share of voice is by sponsoring the influencer’s content, getting greater awareness and placement. Brands can also seek out influencers with a greater affinity for their products.

While the beauty business is placing a lot of importance on influencer marketing, the types of partnerships that brands enter into varies. More high-end labels tend to show more favor towards influencers with more than 500,000 followers than mass brands, who use a greater share of micro influencers.

One type of influencer that is popular in the beauty world is the vlogger. These personalities share content such as unboxing and hauls, tutorials and reviews, and consumers look to them for guidance on purchases.

Despite the rise of Instagram for influencer marketing, YouTube is the frontrunner for beauty blogging when it comes to engagement rates.

Influencer increases
Beauty marketers have been early adopters of digital and influencer marketing, which have now proved to be effective for 98 percent of the industry.

Eighty-four percent of beauty brands have claimed to work with an influencer online in the past year, according to a survey from Celebrity Intelligence. The report says that for every 1 pound, or $1.34 at current exchange, brands earned 8.81 pounds, or $11.81, for an average positive return on investment (see story).

Beyond social media posts, vloggers are gaining places of power in the beauty industry. They are also helping to guide product creation and trends.
For instance, beauty marketer Este Lauder appointed makeup artist and influencer Violette as its new global beauty director.

In her role, Violette works on developing new products and guide women in finding their beauty look. While from a different generation than the beauty label’s eponymous founder, Violette shares qualities with Este Lauder such as a sense of individuality and the perspective that beauty is a means of empowerment (see story).

British department store chain Harvey Nichols also worked with bloggers as it embarked on an Arthurian-style quest for the ideal beauty collection.

The retailer launched a five-week content series that searched for the "Holy Grail" across five cosmetic categories with help from five expert ambassadors. The beauty industry is filled with new launches and a seemingly endless array of choices, making this round table an opportunity for consumers to test out products through a personable proxy (see story).

Brands may also want to consider creating experiences to naturally spur influencer content.

"When we think about influencers or how to activate them, the creative part is a really important piece of that," said Yuli Ziv, CEO of the influencer marketing division and co-managing director of USA at Launchmetrics, New York. "It’s not just about the data.”